“In term 1 2019, Australian Institute of Higher Education (AIH) adopted eduLAB for its Bachelor of Business Information System.”

— Dr Jessica Oliver Dean at Australian Institute of Higher Education
We are a growing institute. We’re across two floors in Sydney. As a growing institute, we’re trying to increase our facilities to match the student growth to ensure that is a positive and productive learning environment for the student. Whilst we’re going through the process of looking at different alternatives for laboratories in terms of how many seats we’ll need, what sort of technology is required on each of the computers, eduLAB really was an answer to all of the problems that we were facing, the fact that it’s very flexible.

Students are able to bring their own device, which is very important for our students. However, every student has a different computer that they want to use. So, having the technology to support that policy is good. Understanding the needs of the students in terms of the requirements that they need and communicating to them is important. Particularly in a Business Information Systems degree, ensuring students have access to the required technologies that they need to be successful in that degree is important. eduLAB is a great solution because all of those technologies are in one place and the student doesn’t need a certain high specification computer to access and utilize those specific platforms. So eduLAB is just a one stop shop for all of the software that every student needs to be successful.

Another problem we were facing is we are a growing institute and we have more and more enrolments in Business Information Systems, which means we are reaching capacity of our laboratories. So, we needed to look at some options of either having a large increase of investment in fitting out a brand-new lab or moving towards something like eduLAB, which makes it a flexible solution, meaning that every classroom that we have on two levels of our campus could be a laboratory, which is a far better option.

From the student’s perspective, they’re able to bring their own device and have all of the software that they need accessible off their own computer, which they feel very comfortable with. The other benefit for the student is they can not only use their own device in the classroom and access the same technology, but they can also use their own device at home and access that lab. So that’s been a great benefit for the students and we’ve received really positive feedback from them.

eduLAB is helping our college to grow because it’s a scalable solution. It’s helping us match our year on year growth with a sufficient learning environment for our students. Essentially, every classroom can be a computer laboratory. I think, eduLAB has a place in the education industry because of all the great benefits it has for both the institute as well as the students.
This is what AIH students have to say about eduLAB

“We can easily practice SQL.”

“It’s fast!”

“It’s good for understanding databases.”

“Convenient to use and easy to access.”

“Easy to access the applications.”

“It’s great and an effective tool for me.”

“Easy to use!”

“I am able to study IT from home.”

“I can learn more by practicing.”

“I can practice database queries from home.”
To use eduLAB for your college, contact us by email or give us a call
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